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Manufacturing date and Expiry date please see the lid.
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SHELF LIFE:

2 YEARS
SAFE

Enclosed system helps avoid cross
contamination of the wipers and cleaning
solution by eliminating re-dipping, which can
happen when using open bucket systems.
Sealed lid helps to reduce staff exposure
to chemical VOC’s and spills.

How to use the DIY-DRY* System

po

Insert a dry Wiper roll
into the bucket.
Fill out the Hazardous
statement label with
all required
information.

Use Non-disposable
gloves while, mixing
your preferred solution
for surface cleaning,
and slowly pour the
chemical over the top of
the roll using measuring
cylinder provided.

Thread the centre
wiper through the lid
and close the lid.

After each use keep
the lid tightly closed.
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TYPICAL USES:
Surface preparation
Surface cleaning and sanitising
Cleaning and removing soil, oil, grease
Solvent application

L-Hygiene

TM

Use on all hard, nonporous surfaces that are outlined on the chemical label
Bucket can be re-used with a Dry Wipes refill

DIY - DRY
WIPES
OPTIMUM APPLICATION

Your choice of wiping material can dramatically affect the amount of active agent
that actually reaches the surfaces being cleaned.

06 x 300
The DIY-DRY* wiper material in product is suitable for most common industrial
00 nonwoven
solvents, bleach solutions, dilute acids and bases.
cellulose wipes

The wiper material is suitable for most common industrial solvents, detergents and
water-based cleaners.

ADD YOUR OWN CHEMICA
BUCKET WIPER DISPENSING S
Enclosed system prolongs the integrity of cleaning solutions to near target levels
over longer periods of use.
Ideal for facilities with no laundering capability

efillable, fully enclosed wiping system giving you greater control over solvent use and wip

afe, simple and reliable for improving health & safety, productivity and profitability.

azardous label - For filling in and affixing to the back of the bucket to directly and clearl
formation (wiper code, product name, hazardous ingredients, risk phrases etc).

e: For M.R.P., Batch No., Manufacturing date and Expiry date please see the lid.
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EASY TO USE:
Versatility of adding your preferred disinfecting
solution, allowing you to maintain control over the
chemicals you use
Reduces the need to regularly mix solutions for an open
bucket system, and therefore reduces chemical usage
and waste
Portability that makes it easy to take the chemical
to the desired point of use
Re-usable bucket / canister helps reduce plastic waste
into the environment
Helps to reduce chemical waste by providing an accurate
chemical load on each wipe

DESIGNED FOR:

Healthcare

Industries

Education

Retail

Each wipe
15 x 20 cm

Government
Research Centres
And Office
Premises

Hotels
And
Lodging

SOLVENTS & VOLATILE CHEMICALS

L
YSTEM

Most solvents are “volatile”, i.e. they evaporate into the air very quickly. L-Hygiene
DIY-DRY WIPES System slows down the evaporation process – prolonging the life of the
chemical & maintaining the amount of active ingredients reaching the surface to near
the original concentration level.

ng cost.Both open bucket and spray bottle systems release more fumes and particulates into the

air which can cause workplace safety issues due to chemical absorption through inhalation.
The enclosed L-Hygiene DIY-DRY WIPES* System reduces inhalation risks associated with

dentify surface
all relevant
cleaning and preparation, allowing you to maintain control of your specific and

m

changing chemical needs versus pre-saturated wipers, and reduces chemical waste
versus open bucket or spray bottle systems, improving cost-in use.

https://www.lobachemie.com

Web: www.l-hygiene.com
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